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Sequence Sequence of of blowing agentsblowing agents
EU EU regulation bans regulation bans 141b 141b useuse for all for all foamsfoams, , asas of 2004of 2004
In Germany,In Germany, mainlymainly direct switch from direct switch from CFCCFC--11 to 11 to 
pentanepentane, in , in the ninetiesthe nineties
Transition Transition to 141b to 141b only where difficultonly where difficult to to offset poorer offset poorer 
insulation performance by increased thickness insulation performance by increased thickness 
ExampleExample:  :  InsulationInsulation of of refrigerated vehicles with refrigerated vehicles with 
limited interior space limited interior space of of the cargo the cargo hold hold 
MinimumMinimum internal widthinternal width > 2400 mm for > 2400 mm for side by side side by side 
storagestorage of 3 of 3 standard palletsstandard pallets (800 mm, (800 mm, eacheach))

HoweverHowever, , byby 2003 2003 the leadingthe leading German German manufacturers manufacturers 
changedchanged to cto c--pentanepentane, , despite despite of of newnew liquid liquid HFCsHFCs
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Insulation must ensure Insulation must ensure uu--value belowvalue below 0.4 W/m0.4 W/m22K forK for
thethe total total structurestructure of 158 mof 158 m22,,

in order to in order to maintain interior temperature maintain interior temperature of of ––20°C 20°C 
at ambient at ambient temperatures temperatures of +30°C,of +30°C,

by means by means of a of a refrigeration unit refrigeration unit ((mounted mounted to to thethe
front wall) front wall) driven by driven by an an own diesel engineown diesel engine..

Insulated Refrigerated SemitrailorInsulated Refrigerated Semitrailor

Vital for longVital for long--distance distance transporttransport of of perishable goodsperishable goods
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DimensionsDimensions 141b 141b casecase
External widthExternal width: 2,60 m: 2,60 m

Foam thickness (except side walls)
Roof: 80 mm PU. Rear door: 80 mm PU. 
Front: 50 mm PU. Floor: 100 mm XPS

Total Total foam volume foam volume ((inclincl. XPS): 10.3 m. XPS): 10.3 m33

Thickness of each side wall
1 x  43.8 mm PU
2 x    0.6 mm diffusion proof steel sheets
2 x    3.5 mm profiled aluminium sheets
= 52 mm total wall thickness 

Internal widthInternal width: 2,49 m: 2,49 m
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Dimensions Dimensions cc--pentane casepentane case
External widthExternal width: 2,60 m: 2,60 m

Foam thickness (except side wall)
Roof: 80 mm PU. Rear door: 80 mm PU. 
Front: 50 mm PU. Floor: 100 mm XPS

Total Total foam volume foam volume ((inclincl. XPS): 11.5 m. XPS): 11.5 m33

Thickness of each side wall
1 x  58.8 mm PU
2 x    0.6 mm diffusion proof steel sheets
2 x    3.5 mm profiled aluminium sheets
= 67 mm total wall thickness

Internal widthInternal width: 2,46 m: 2,46 m = = -- 0,03 m0,03 m

= + 1.2 m= + 1.2 m33

= + 15 mm= + 15 mm

= + 15 mm= + 15 mm
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Foam weight: from 552 to 628 kg



Horizontal Horizontal clearance clearance = = -- 30 mm?30 mm?

„Cargo hold „Cargo hold dimensions dimensions still still sufficientsufficient forfor standard standard 
palletspallets““

Side wall Side wall thickness thickness = + 30 mm?= + 30 mm?

„„Insulation performance Insulation performance at least at least maintained maintained at at thethe
same level as beforesame level as before, i.e. 0.37 W/m, i.e. 0.37 W/m22K“K“

Investment Investment costcost??

„EUR 1.5 „EUR 1.5 millionmillion, , duedue to ODS phaseto ODS phase--out“out“

CommentsComments of of the manufacturerthe manufacturer

CC--pentane pentane in in place place of HCFCof HCFC--141b141b
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Plausibility Plausibility checkcheck
The insulation effect The insulation effect of PU of PU rigid foam rigid foam at a at a given given 
thickness is higher with lower thickness is higher with lower thermal thermal conductivityconductivity
λλ of of the blowing agent the blowing agent in in the foam cellsthe foam cells..

24>232221
n–pent.c–pent.  365mfc141b

Applied λ -values for different blowing agents in 
PU rigid foam (mW/mK)

OffsetOffset:: The increase The increase in in overall foam volume overall foam volume (+ 11.6 (+ 11.6 
%) %) is is of of the same the same order order as the decrease as the decrease of of the the λλ of of 
the foam withthe foam with cc--pentane insteadpentane instead of 141b (of 141b (-- 10.2 %).10.2 %).
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... and ... and the same with the same with HFCHFC--365mfc365mfc??
Given the Given the newnew foam thicknessfoam thickness, , what is the effect what is the effect of of using using 
an an even better insulating blowing agenteven better insulating blowing agent??

CC--pentanepentane::

LowerLower GWP (4), GWP (4), lower cost lower cost (EUR 1.00/kg), (EUR 1.00/kg), higherhigher λ (λ (23.15)23.15)

HFCHFC--365mfc:365mfc:

HigherHigher GWP (890), GWP (890), higher cost higher cost (EUR 6.50/kg), (EUR 6.50/kg), lower lower λ (λ (22)22)

Compare theCompare the global global warming emissions caused by warming emissions caused by 
refrigerated vehicles with foamrefrigerated vehicles with foam either blown byeither blown by cc--pentane pentane 
or blown byor blown by HFCHFC--365mfc. 365mfc. The thicker side walls provide The thicker side walls provide 
the common technical basisthe common technical basis ofof the balancethe balance..
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89089044GWPGWP
222223.1523.15LambdaLambda foamfoam

2.75 kg2.75 kg2.75 kg2.75 kgCOCO22 per l per l dieseldiesel
12 y12 y12 y12 yLifetimeLifetime

€€ 6.00 6.00 €€ 1.001.00Price per kgPrice per kg
1,500 h/y1,500 h/y1,500 h/y1,500 h/yRefrigeration unitRefrigeration unit
3.9 3.9 literliter4.0 4.0 literliterDiesel per hDiesel per h

€€ 0.850.85€€ 0.850.85Price l Price l dieseldiesel
NoticeNotice: : The difference between theThe difference between the uu--values values of of the structure isthe structure is half half the the 
difference between the respective lambadifference between the respective lamba--valuesvalues..

0.3610.3610.3700.370uu--value structurevalue structure

43,1 kg43,1 kg17,6 kg17,6 kgBlowing agentBlowing agent
HFCHFC--365mfc365mfcCC--pentanepentane

Basic Basic data data of of the the GHG GHG balancebalance
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Relation Relation λ value foamvalue foam to uto u--value structurevalue structure
•• Unlike even panelsUnlike even panels, no linear, no linear relation between lower relation between lower 

λλ andand lowerlower uu--valuevalue ofof insulatedinsulated structure.structure.
•• AccordingAccording to Bayer to Bayer experimentsexperiments, , λλ reduction byreduction by x%x%

leadsleads to to maximummaximum uu--value decreasevalue decrease byby half of x%.half of x%.
WhyWhy??

•• Container boxesContainer boxes have three dimensionshave three dimensions..
•• There are manyThere are many thermalthermal bridgesbridges ((edgesedges,, boltsbolts,, foam foam 

cutscuts,, sealsseals etc.)etc.)
ModelModel assumptionassumption

•• HFCHFC--365mfc365mfc withwith 5%5% lower lower λλ reducesreduces uu--value not byvalue not by
5%5% but bybut by 2.5%,2.5%, fromfrom 0.37 to 0.36.0.37 to 0.36.
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Thermal bridges illustratedThermal bridges illustrated
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GHG GHG balancebalance.. Reference caseReference case

Due Due to (to (byby 2.5%) 2.5%) higher insulationhigher insulation and and hence less diesel combustionhence less diesel combustion,, lifetimelifetime
COCO22 output is lower output is lower in HFCin HFC casecase. . This advantage is overThis advantage is over--compensated by directcompensated by direct
blowing agent emissionblowing agent emission withwith high GWP. Note: No high GWP. Note: No retention retention of of blowing agents blowing agents at at 
endend--ofof--live live is assumed is assumed ((todaytoday‘s ‘s realityreality). ). LifetimeLifetime: 12 : 12 yearsyears..
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CO2-Balance Refrigerated vehicle c-pentane vs. HFC-365
12 y x 1500 h/y compressor run-time, no retention of blowing agent 
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RunningRunning costcost. . Reference caseReference case

Caused by lower diesel consumptionCaused by lower diesel consumption, (partial) , (partial) annual running cost annual running cost of of 
vehiclesvehicles withwith HFCHFC--blown foam is lowerblown foam is lower. . This difference is not This difference is not 
compensated by highercompensated by higher ((annualisedannualised)) cost cost of of blowing agentblowing agent.  .  
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 Annual Operating Cost  c-pentane vs. HFC-365. Reference case 
1500 h/year compressor running time, 12 years use
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Sensitivity analysisSensitivity analysis II
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 Variation of annual compressor run-time 600 to 3000 h 
12 years use-phase, no retention of blowing agent 
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Interim findingInterim finding
With the given boundary conditionsWith the given boundary conditions ......
•• The ecological drawbackThe ecological drawback of HFCof HFC insulation insulation 

decreasesdecreases in absolute and relativein absolute and relative termsterms,, the the 
longer the compressor runslonger the compressor runs..

•• HoweverHowever,, due due to to blowing agent loss evenblowing agent loss even inin casecase
of extensive of extensive runningrunning timetime the equivalentthe equivalent COCO22
emissions remain higher than with pentaneemissions remain higher than with pentane..

•• This would be the case even under the This would be the case even under the 
hypothecical assumption thathypothecical assumption that 5%5% lower lower λλ value value 
could leadcould lead to 5%to 5% lowerlower uu--valuevalue ofof thethe box.box.
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Sensitivity analysisSensitivity analysis IIII
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Low u-value (0.351) of HFC-365mfc blown envelope insulation
12 y use, compressor runs 600-3000 h/y, total loss of blowing agent 
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SearchingSearching for HFC GHGfor HFC GHG optimumoptimum
Today's disposal realityToday's disposal reality

Export ofExport of used vehiclesused vehicles toto MiddleMiddle East,East, Middle AsiaMiddle Asia
FutureFuture disposal realitydisposal reality

IncinerationIncineration ofof the foam with previousthe foam with previous HFCHFC dismantling dismantling 
losses belowlosses below 30% of30% of the remainderthe remainder ((optimumoptimum 10%).10%).

Today's manufacturing realityToday's manufacturing reality
Blowing emissionsBlowing emissions of 10% of HFCof 10% of HFC inputinput

FutureFuture manufacturing realitymanufacturing reality
Blowing emissionsBlowing emissions down to 5% of HFCdown to 5% of HFC input input 
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Usage Blowing Assembly Diffusion Rest at decomissioning

12 years 10% 1.0% 0 0.1%/y 88,87.8%

Scenario „HFC Optimum"



HFCHFC optimum scenariooptimum scenario II
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HFC-caused GHG emissions under variation of recovery at disposal and 
annual run-time, in percent of pentane-caused GHG emissions 
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At 90%At 90% recoveryrecovery ........
The total GHG emissions from refrigerated vehicles 

with HFC-blown insulation remain basically 
higher than with pentane.

However, beyond 2,100 h/y running time of the 
compressor, the emissions of the HFC case are 
equal to those of the pentane case,

if a recovery rate of 90% is assumed for the 
remaining blowing agent at end-of-live. 

Manufacturing (blowing) emissions of 10% have not 
yet been changed. 
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OptimumOptimum conditionsconditions for HFC IIfor HFC II
HFC-caused GHG emissions under variation of recovery, annual run-time and 

decrease of blowing loss from 10% to 5%, 
in percent of pentane-related GHG emissions 
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HighHigh recoveryrecovery at endat end--ofof--live andlive and
low manufacturing emissionslow manufacturing emissions ......

At 1,800 h/y running time of the compressor the 
emissions in the HFC case are equal to those in
the pentane case.

Beyond 1,800 h/y running time, GHG emissions 
from the HFC case even slightly underpass those 
from the pentane case.

Prerequisite: High recovery of 90% on disposal and
low blowing loss of 5% on manufacturing.

80% recovery is not enough.
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A look at manufacturing costA look at manufacturing cost
Common basis:Common basis:
Annual output of refrigerated vehicles : 1,500 semitrailers.Annual output of refrigerated vehicles : 1,500 semitrailers.
PU foam produced: 750 tons/y.PU foam produced: 750 tons/y.
CC--pentane:pentane:
Blowing agent: 17.6 kg/vehicle = 26,355 kg/y. Price per kg: Blowing agent: 17.6 kg/vehicle = 26,355 kg/y. Price per kg: 

EUR 1.00. Pentane cost per year = EUR 26,355.EUR 1.00. Pentane cost per year = EUR 26,355.
Investment cost (because of flammability): EUR 1.5 million. Investment cost (because of flammability): EUR 1.5 million. 

Discount rate: 4%. Depreciation period: 10 years. Discount rate: 4%. Depreciation period: 10 years. 
Annualised investment cost: EUR 184,936.Annualised investment cost: EUR 184,936.

Total annual cost of blowing agent: EUR Total annual cost of blowing agent: EUR 211,291211,291
HFCHFC--365mfc:365mfc:
Blowing agent: 43.1 kg/vehicle = 64,650 kg/y. Price per kg: Blowing agent: 43.1 kg/vehicle = 64,650 kg/y. Price per kg: 

EUR 6.00. EUR 6.00. 
Total annual cost of blowing agent: EUR Total annual cost of blowing agent: EUR 387,900387,900
[For HFC[For HFC--365mfc no switch365mfc no switch--over cost is considered.]over cost is considered.]
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SummarySummary
In the example of refrigerated vehicles with rigorous 

limitation of foam thickness it was shown:
The differences with respect to global warming are not 

very high, and are dominated by CO2 emissions from 
fuel combustion. This leads to a principle finanancial 
bonus to operators using better insulation (HFC-blown).

Looking closer from a global warming perspecive, the 
GHG balance is basically in favour of c-pentane. 
Additionally, the manufacturing cost is lower.

Only at very extensive running times of the refrigeration 
unit, HFC can be equivalent to pentane at all, on 
condition that strong efforts are made to enhance the 
recovery of blowing agents at end-of-live, and to lower 
HFC manufacturing emissions.
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Thanks for your attention
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"Risks and Benefits of fluorinated Greenhouse 
Gases in Techniques and Products under 
Special Consideration of the Properties 
Intrinsic to the Substance"

The study will be available for download soon: 
www.umweltbundesamt.de


